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Introduction

The possibility of accelerating polarized pro-
tons in the Zero Gradient Synchrotron (ZGS) had been
considered for many years, and our plans were pre-
sented at a previous accelerator conference. Today,
we are presenting the results of the successful opera-
tion of a high energy polarized beam.

The behavior cf a polarized beam in a high
energy synchrotron was studied by Froisart and
Stora2 in I960. The problem was also studied by
D. Cohen^ at Argonne National Laboratory, E.
Courant at Brookhaven National Laboratory, and
Lobkowicz and Thorndike^ at Rochester. Froisart
and Stora concluded that there would be depolarizing
resonances and suggested two procedures to overcome
them.

One was to "stop down" the beam in the vertical
direction at the approach of the resonance, and the
other was to "jump" the resonance by suddenly dis-
placing the orbit radially. Cohen's computer study
for the ZGS showed that 12 depolarizing resonances
existed during the ZGS acceleration cycle. He sug-
gested that these resonances could be avoided by
producing a fast vertical tune shift using pulsed
quadrupoles.

Dviring the following years, the advent of good
polarized targets at Berkeley, CERN, and Argonne
and the experiments * ' done with them maintained
the interest in spin dependence in high energy physics.
The development of a high current polarized proton
source by Glavish, " which is now commercially avail-
able from ANAC of New Zealand, made experiments
using both polarized beams and polarized targets
seem possible. Such experiments can study pure spin
states and could eventually measure all the ampli-
tudes in the proton-proton interaction and even check
parity and time reversal invariance in high energy
strong interactions. H

With this background, we made some further
theoretical studies ' which confirmed the earlier
work and led to the decision to purchase a source iind
to fabricate a pulsed quadrupole system. A second
preacct-lerator was constructed for this source to

minimize interference with the normal operation of
the ZGS. The complete system first operated in July
1973. In Section I we describe the various systems
that are necessary for polarized proton acceleration;
and in Section II, the measurements of beam
polarization.

Section 7

A. Polarized Proton Ion Source and Preaccelerator

Figure 1 shows a photograph of the first item
of the system, the polarized proton source before
installation in the dome. The source was purchased
from Auckland Nuclear Accessory Company of New
Zealand. It is a ground state source which takes
advantage of the hyperfine structure of hydrogen
atoms in the ground state to produce polarized
protons. As originally constructed, it operated dc

•''Work performed under the auspices of the U.
Atomic Energy Commission.
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Fig. 1. Photograph of source and control racks
before installation in the preaccelerator
dome.

with an average output current of 8-10 (*A and a
polarization of 70-75%. However, we discovered by
accident that if we pulsed the dissociator RF supply



instead of running it dc, we could increase the output
beam to 20 uA and the polarization to 75-80%. The
source also produces polarized dcutrons, and we
expect to accelerate them sometime in the future.

The source requires 15 continuously variable
controls, 16 on-off controls, and 64 monitor points.
Since the source is mounted in the Cockcroft-Walton
dome at a potential of 7S0 kV, the control signals and
readouts arc transmitted by four fiber optic bundles.

two symmetric 3-counter scintilla tor telescope* look-
ing at a thin carbun target which i.s 0.05 cm x 7. 5 cm
s 0.08 g/cnt2 thick. AH but elastic event* are ranged

tlSOMf*,.

Kig. I. Layout of the ZGS prcaccck-rator
and iinac areas .

Figure Z shows the ZGS prcinjector area with
two preaccelcrators. The polarized proton ion source
(PPIS) is mounted in the PA -II dome, which is
8 x 11 x 14 1/2 ft. This is significantly larger than
the normal proton source tlotnt.

The 20 kcV beam front the source is matched
into the 750 keV accelerating column by an electro-
static quadrupole doublet. After the column, the
beam transfer line consists of H dc magnetic cjuadru-
poles and two pulsed 90° beading magnets. The last
quadrupole triplet i s common to both preaccelcralors,
and the beam tuiu: must allow for this. The pulsed
bending magnets allow injection of negative hydrogen
tons from prcaccelerator t into the boost lor during the
same pulse- the ?.GS is accelerating poiarisu»ti protons
from |)ri-.n<:i-l<-rator £1.

'Hit; beam current is monitored at two places
along lite beam line by plunging Faraday ttusjs. The
current for each pulse is read by a .sample- and -holt!
circuit and displayed in the Main Control K.««SII And is
used to maximize the transport efficiency to the tinac,
which i s typically 85%. The normal system is used to
accelerate the beam through tin: linac and inject it
into the 7.GS- Faraday cups measure b«;im current
at the entrance and esit of the linac.

B» 50 McV Polar ime|c_r.

Figure I shows a schematic of the SO McV
. I'liis [nilariiiurttr jjives a» absolute
it of the brain polarization after the lin.tc

and be I'M re ihv '/(Mi.

It «U*U<cts SO MfV protouH which arc cSasticaily
scattered from carbun ;it a laboratory niinU- of 55W

where the analy»tni> power ts about 85% ttiitf the cross
section iu 10 ml). '•»> '^ The ptihirimt-trr «.-i>usi»(t» of

Fig. J. SO McV palaritncter showing the two sym-
metric 3*counter sei»Hillal«r {^irsitojX'S.

out before the last .•tcimiHiUur. The first two
counters in each telescope are li'S in. thick scsnttlln-
tors giving a tola! energy ia$i* «* ahmti 20 McV. The
third counter is I/1ft in. thick s 1.3 in. wide by i in-
high and ^6 in. away, and (it-lifif? (he !.»b solkl .<n«l.-
of 6.7 x 10 ' J s r .

Just after the second counter i* a tJE/tis «-».-rj.:y
absorber composed of if Id in. of nt»ly«Utyte»«r sheets .
The elastic proltms leave the al»*i»rt»«>r with a kinetic
energy t>i about 1J MnV »ml a vtrtocity t>i - o. JS c.
Aft«r a 14 in. flight path, they *(<>») in ttiunlcr >. A
combination of (mine height dixertmiwrtiitm, lime of
flight, antJ r»nge «lijtcrit}»inati«n «l«-rtnly .•!<•;)»r^tcs the
elastic signal from the background.

The measured asymmetry i* the ttiffttrc-ncc
between iHs ic , i ana the riftht counts dlivitlcti by their
sum. Tit» beam i)i>tariK»tiun is then given by the
ratio of the measured asymmetry A m to lite asym-
metry parameter An ( O.aS * 0.071

P

The left and ri^hl count* ca» be tlircctiy read tram
sealers , but eJurin^ ntirtnat «fieratitm ihrse mimbrfs
afp fed into the Main Cnntrul Iltmsn

' -i shuws Ute !
is thit remote conlrut jianci which

out of source jjarasiiptcrs and
the source.

:» read-
tuning of

TtitM sy«lrm ha* wruvislon?: for
7S0 keV jwiarinipter, a 58 WcV
a hi^!i citerxy Jiolariiiictt-r. lite
u> thu cerojjuior ««*'! alimwM tlie A,, parameter t« bf
ciilt-rtrd At tract* energy. In :>tJ<Htion, thtr <<|wr;»i«F can
display:



I. A for each polarimt.-tt-r. D. Pole Face Wtnttinns

£. Pulse-to-pulse Nj , N R data and the calculated
polarisation («#r «ach.

5. Also, U»p )>»lart7.aUv>n accumulated averages for
the thjri-c polar imclcrs ;tr<- si-ml to the trxperi-
fuenterti via the CUI'iD sysslrm. The accumula-
tion i» the computer is renel whenever poiarity
is changed *»r a « t « run started!.

'• l*h«t»$jrapl» of (1st*
showing thr waurcr control panel and read-
outs .mil the ;xilaris.itton input/««lj>UI data

A bate miiumum of machine «Ma£nu*ti«:# w
«)j>er.iUntt.it for low

, am!
(or &.¥

c untjirn s;»t i«n

I • ( a, in (irul

The !*»«jt

int<cn«Uy Q ci«t«frmt« pro-

r a ' s ISWfCl

fwf tit«- <»(w?rAtiuit «f ibc 74'hS rMtrACtr«l (»?»!»»«. While
Uw SViTtCs *rp «s»Jt Msiblc ai p»lariae*l j»r«t«»n intensi-
ties, j»rojii»rt»««aJ thamtjcrs are . Forlunairly, the
*«amtiwj: rl^tstrunie^ <ea*» «j>erate with wither, *«»
!'«tuM;ti prfjn>rU<>n.i\ ftirtmix-rrf '.ver*- tjttill
mriit .•ii(r.tft*-»J iip.mi iim-?; (ur

t»r«tvi»U- tW »dtitt* typp »»f t>p«m j»rt>tiit?.« .1*1

To mimmixc the nonlinear depolarization aris-
front field terms such as

s y

the pole face windings " arc *et to produce a flat
vertical turn? over an much of the aperture of the ZGS
as possible.
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Fig. 5. Typical ZCS vertical tune profile a* a
function vt radiu*.

Figure S show* a typical profile. The change in
vertical tune *t# a function of radial position is

---* - 0.00075/in. over the width of the accelerated

I)ram (4 tit.).

Tune measurement* were m*de at 1 kC intervals
thraughtiut the ZCS cycle Up te 14 kG, the tun««
remain (Jat to ' 0.001 in. and then increase to
0.004/iu. by 16 kC and remain at this level to full
field H».K fcC

in order to create the Cast vertical tune change
to pass through the «Iepolarising resonances, a pair

tjuimirupole* spaced 180° apart was installed

; "til H '̂ rt

6. Top half ui pulsed quadrupoie showing com-
puter-dt'signed pole profile and copper
placement.



in the ZGS ring. These were built with a yokeless
figure-8 design, using the TRIM computer program,
to fit inside the ZCS aperture, as shown in Fig. 6.

The quadrupolcs produce up to SO G/in. gradi-
ent over a useful aperture of 2 in. vertically and
tO in. horizontally. Rise times can be as fast as
10 us. After the fast pulse, a. flattop of 2 -10 ins can
be sustained, as shown in Fig. 7. The quadrupoles
have an effective length of 25 in. each, and bath
operate at the same polarity to give a maximum
gradient length of 2500 G-in/in. Figure 8 shows the
pulsed cjuadrupole control panel. The pair must be
pulsed with opposite polarity on successive reso-
nances. Therefore, two power sources arc used: one
to provide * p>ilses and the other - pulses. The quad-
rupoles could be pulsed up to 12 times, 6 * and 6 •
pulses. The start time of each pulse was set by
programming the ZGS computer, and the fall time and
quadrupolc strength could be independently varied for
each of tht; 12 pulses by using the control
|>t>U;ttii«im<'4i; r s •

~p MS

1ml -

Fig. "• Quadruple pulse* shape showing last rise
time and slow decay.

F. Extraction from the ZGS

To tune through the depolarizing resonances,
we must extract the beam before and after each res
onance and measure beam polarization. Figure 9
shows a typical ZGS field cycle which was used lot
the 6.0 GeV/c polarized proton run.
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Fig. 8> Control panel for pulsed quadrupole power
supplies.

Fig. 9. 2GS magnet field cycle usttd for
turtcup of polarized proton beam.

The beam is extracted on the fron: porches
which arc set just after each resonance. The quadri-
poles are then tuned for each resonance separately to
maximize the polarization measured in ihc high
energy polarimetcr. Beam was first extracted using
the normal ZGS systems with an energy loss target
and slow spill. The energy loss target causes no
depolarization since the scattering angle is small."1

We have since then found that resonance extraction
also gave no depolarization. For our next run, we
arc planning to use a slow resonance extraction which
should gain about a factor of three in extracted beam
inU'iiaity.

C• Experimental Areas

As shown in Fig. 10, the Z.GS has tht* capability
of providing polarized bc.-.:ii to seven experimental
setups simultaneously. To data, only beams 1 :<nd t\
have had cxperimcnral setups, and they both have run
during the two periods of operation for polarized
protons. During the spring I',•74 run, we expect tu
run the 12 ft bubble chamber in addition to beams 1
and 21. As more experiments come on the floor, we
expect to increase the beam use factor.

fl. H>(t,h. K»ejrgy Polariwctcr

Figure IS shows the experimental layout in
beam 1 and the high energy potarimeter. This poiari-
mclcr watt used both to tune the ZGS and to measure
the beam polarisation durMig the data runs. It con-
sists of two double-it rut SNt-<:lroti!elCT*f, each contain-
ing magnets and scintillation counters, which each
measure: jirolun-proton <:l;isti<' scattering from <i
liquid hydrogen target |mw mt;a,surt-s the Hcattering of
the forward particle to the left while the other inr.t-
»urcs the scattering to the rightl. They both run
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Fig. 10. Experimental areas showing beam lines which can be used for
polarized proton experiments.

11. Beam 1 experimental area showtng the high energy polarimeter
and experiment £-324.

simultaneously and continuously and arc as identical
as possible. The solid angle is defined by the
counters !.$ ant!
target:

6 * 5 in2 at 850 in. from the

-5

TIH- municntum bite defined by t-, and R, in

(hi- iiv<rm;tUiifti cuunlt>rts 1./ :\tui Ufa detected the
!•<•«.•<lit (ii-.jtims. Hr;tHUring both S(:;»lttTi-<l jiaiticlcts
K îvc a vi-ry ilf. in clastic si|*itnt. Target-empty runs
:u»l m.H'.'H-t iurvi's siuivvftl thai the background was Z%
OX l » " ' I S .

was monitored by the 50 MeV polarimeter and was
independent of direction within 1%. When-the beam
was kept aligned within a few millimeters, the sys-
tematic asymmetry was t"k or less .

Section II

A. Locating the Depolarizing Resonances

Since the resonances arc given by (j- -1} y =
k * v-y, we must determine »„ and Y to locate them.
For each point in the ZGS acceleration cycle, the
value of y can be calculated and the tune measured.
The ZGS cycle is controlled by a "B" clock after
being initiated by an electron resonance signal which
occurs at 433.0 G. Since we must locate the reso-
nance to better than 1/2 mt, we need a good calibra-
tion ot the "H" clock. We used the resonance itself to
calibrate the "B" clock, which gave a precise value
(± 0.1s'.)) of the extracted beam momentum of the ZGS.

Tin* politriuicti-r contained steering ttuigncls so
thai at c-.tch momentum we could choose a
P? 0.4 - 0 . 5 | C e V / c ^ | . The nix miignctx contain
three pairs of identical magnet* run in aeries on
three power supplies so the currents arc identical.
Tlti- m'lilr.tl firicls were measured and agree within

0.J'\,. l!ir main jfystrmatic asymmetry apparently
.i.sui's d-otn tnin.ili(iiimfiu» tif I he incident beam, line
bi-.im titi-ftZtttt: was monitored unlit)* two Mc^mfiittMl-
wtrr II'JI * II.HHIJIT.S (.SJ .-'.ml .S>) which mc.ittured the
IK.HU |»i.-tiiiM:>. This sy,<4t.-iii;ttiv iisymmolry was
Kluiltcil liy ili|i}iiit)t thv bcmti polarization PJJ between
up .nut dtuvn (t <*nd ; I at tht* xourci-. The value oi P Q

The beam was extracted on a front porch above
the resonance and the quadrupolcs were pulsed as a
function of time in the neighborhood of the resonance.
The polarisation in the extracted beam was then mea-
sured. The *tart time of the quadrupole pulse was
varied until the beam polarization was Miaximum.
U«uig the measured time at this point, the "true"
value of the field could be calculated. This result
from the search of the two k = 8 harmonics shown in
Fig. 12, was then used to predict the fields at which
tin; higher harmonic resonances occurred. The next
strong resonance at k :- 16 was within 1/2 ms ( - 7 C )
of the predicted value.
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Fig. 12. Polarization as a function of the ZGS field
at which the quadrupoles were pulsed.

B. Passage Through the Depolarizing Resonances

1. Passage with Spin-Flip. There is a region
where the sign of polarization reverses. This is due
to an adiabatic rapid passage through the resonance
and occurs about 2 ms before the quadrupoles com-
pensate for depolarization without spin-flipping. We
can see this in Fig. 12. In Fig. 13, the tune is
plotted against the magnetic field. The sloping line is
the tune value at which a depolarizing resonance
occurs for each value of V. and depolarization occurs
when this resonance line crosses the solid line, which
is the actual tune. When the pulsed quadrupoles are
properly timed, the resonance Une passes through the
rapid rising edge of the pulse; tile depolarization con-
dition lasts for only a few microseconds, and there
is no significant depolarization. When the quadrupole
pulse trailing edge matches the resonance line, the
protons stay on the resonance for a longer time, and
a partial spin reversal occurs.

Fig. 13. Schematic representation of quadrupole
pulse time for adiabatic transition.

2. Passage with Compensation for Depolariza-
tion and No Spin-Flip. As seen in Fig. 12, when the
resonance is crossed rapidly at the proper V value,
there is no loss of depolarization. Spin-flip does not
occur because the resonance is crossed during the
fast rise time, and there is no appreciable dwell time
on the resonance. The width of the plateau in Fig. 12
is about 2 1/2 ms, and is related to the Af caused by
the quadrupole fast pulse, which was typically 0.04
for the 20 us rise time. Earlier runs made with a
10 us rise time gave about a 1 ms plateau. The data
in Fig. 12 are results from tuning the quadrupole at
the 3.65 GeV/c resonance and measuring the polari-
zation at 4.-39 GeV/c and 6.0 GeV/c. These runs
were made at different times with different ZGS con-
ditions, yet they give remarkably consistent results.

C. Beam Polarization Measurements

1. 50 MeV Polarization. At 50 MeV, the
measured beam polarization is 73% ± 6%. The
amount of depolarization in the linac is estimated to
be £ 3%. A measurement of this will have to await
the completion of the 750 keV polarimeter. The

DEPOLARIZING
RESONANCES

L
WEAK

WEAK

P0[6eV/c)

3.65 4.51
STRONG STRONG

A. 6.63
WEAK WEAK

7.80
STROM

Fiji. 14. Measured polarisations as a function of momentum. Open squares are with quadrupoles
compensating for resonances and black dots are with the quadrupoles off.



polarization remains stable over a period of a day to
better than 2%, but varied by about 5% throughout the
run, probably due to long-term drifts in the polarized
source.

2. High Energy Polarization. The extracted
beam polarization has been measured at several ener-
gies, both with and without the pulsed quadrupoles.
Figure 14 shows the results. The measured depolari-
zation an'"̂ <-"« with the theoretical calculations if we
assume an rms vertical amplitude of about 3/4 in. at
injection. This agreement suggests that the theoreti-
cal treatment is valid and that only the linear reso-
nances are significant in the ZGS. Moreover, it
appears that the ZGS magnetic field, midplane, and
gradient fields are close to their theoretical design
values. At 6.0 GeV/c, we measure optimally 73 ± 8%
for an injected beam polarization of 73 ± 6%. The
quoted errors include the statistical errors in quadra-
ture with an uncertainty in the asymmetry parameter
of * 10% at 6.0 GeV/c and ± 8% at SO MeV.

At the end of the last physics run at 6. 0 GeV/c,
we were able to accelerate to 8.5 GeV/c and obtain an
extracted polarized beam after correcting for the 16th
harmonic resonance. Peak extracted beam was 10
protons/pulse. We will attempt to accelerate to
higher energies during the next operating period.
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